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Efficient Model-Based Dummy-Fill 
OPC Correction Flow for Deep  
Sub-Micron Technology Nodes
Ayman Hamouda and Mohamed Salama, GLOBALFOUNDRIES Inc.,  
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533

ABSTRACT
Dummy fill insertion is a necessary step in modern semiconductor technologies to achieve homo-
geneous pattern density per layer. This benefits several fabrication process steps including but 
not limited to Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP), Etching, and Packaging. As the technology 
keeps shrinking, fill shapes become more challenging to pattern and require aggressive model 
based optical proximity correction (MBOPC) to achieve better design fidelity. MBOPC on Fill is a 
challenge to mask data prep runtime and final mask shot count which would affect the total turn-
around time (TAT) and mask cost. In our work, we introduce a novel flow that achieves a robust and 
computationally efficient fill handling methodology during mask data prep, which will keep both 
the runtime and shot count within their acceptable levels. In this flow, fill shapes undergo a smart 
MBOPC step which improves the final wafer printing quality and topography uniformity without 
degrading the final shot count or the OPC cycle runtime. This flow is tested on both front end of 
line (FEOL) layers and backend of line (BEOL) layers, and results in an improved final printing of 
the fill patterns while consuming less than 2% of the full MBOPC flow runtime.

Introduction
Design scaling is one of the most critical goals in the Semiconductor technology. This is becom-
ing very challenging in the deep submicron nodes, where the design-to-wafer fidelity cannot be 
achieved without applying very aggressive Resolution Enhancement Techniques (RET) and Optical 
Proximity Correction (OPC) flows. This has been a key factor in achieving this amazing success 
story of continued exponential scaling.1 As the photolithography approaches its physical limits, the 
patterning quality degrades where such a loss of image quality in optical lithography erodes the 
design-to-wafer fidelity on silicon. To extend the lifetime of optical lithography, integrated circuit 
(IC) manufacturers have been seeking all possible techniques to enhance the resolution of existing 

Figure 1. A block diagram describing the reference Dummy Fill flow, where the fill process compensation is done 
offline from the actual tape-out flow through feedback from OPC and process teams.
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Few Words to Remember a 
Dear Friend …
Frank E. Abboud, Bacus President

We at the SPIE Photomask BACUS community would like to extend our 
deepest sympathy to Oliver’s family and friends and offer our condolences. 
He has touched each and every one of us in a special way. Through his work 
and dedication he advanced the Mask making industry and established the 
foundation for the next generation lithography. Through his interactions he 
demonstrated true partnership and professionalism that made every interac-
tion pleasant, meaningful and truthful. We will miss him.

Below are some of Oliver’s accomplishments and the footprint he left on 
this planet and our mask making world.

******************************************************************************************

Born in Wiesbaden/Germany, Oilver Kienzle studied 
physics at the Technical University of Darmstadt 
and earned his doctorate in electron microscopy 
at the Max Planck Institute for Metal Research in 
Stuttgart/Germany.

Oliver joined the ZEISS Group in 1999. He ini-
tially worked in the former Lithos GmbH as Project 
Manager for electron projection lithography. After 
transferring to LEO GmbH, he switched to the 
field of electron optics for high throughput wafer 
inspection, which resulted in the Advanced E-Beam 
Modules (AEM) field of business. He had been 

the Managing Director of the strategic Semiconductor Metrology Systems 
(SMS) business unit of ZEISS since 2004. His division at ZEISS develops, 
manufactures, and sells equipment for photomask manufacturing and the 
semiconductor industry.

Working untiringly to move Carl Zeiss SMS GmbH forward, Oliver built 
over many years the high standing and reputation of the company among 
customers and partners around the globe. With his expertise and experience, 
his poise and strong personality, he brought about sustained success and 
made a great contribution to ZEISS as well as the semiconductor industry. 

Beside his dedication to his job and to ZEISS Oliver loved to go fly-fishing. 
When he was only six years old, he received his first fishing rod. This marks 
the beginning of Oliver’s passion, which had not stopped ever since. His 
another favorite occupation was photography. Oliver was passionate about 
the search for a matching photo motif. He collected objective lenses and 
guarded them jealously. The large amount of various pictures document the 
technophile life of Oliver and leave a lasting memory.

Dr Oliver Kienzle, Managing Director of Carl Zeiss SMS GmbH (SMS). He 
died unexpectedly on 27 September 2014 at the age of 49.



systems. These techniques include using aggressive illumination, 
and compensating for all pattern transfer nonidealities at the mask 
level by applying OPC.2,3

Dummy-fill patterns are used to achieve a narrow density distri-
bution on the wafer which will promote uniformity during chemi-
cal mechanical polishing (CMP) and etch.4-6 Such processes are 
sensitive to local-density variations and can induce variations in 
both the polishing rate and the etch rate, resulting in a potential CD 
variation in both the lateral and the vertical dimensions. Dummy 
fill structures are just passive features that don’t play any role in 
the actual circuit operation. Their main purpose is to adjust the 
pattern-density in specific regions of the layout that need some 
density increase.

In older lithography technologies, the dummy-fill feature size 
was larger and didn’t require much correction. Only a simple bias 
is good enough to ensure the fill printability with a reasonable 
CDU. However, for the advanced semiconductor technology node 
such as 14 nm or beyond with their lower k1 factor, the dummy 
pattern design becomes challenging to print and requires more 
sophisticated methodologies to achieve its maximum benefit. 
There are design-styles for dummy fill patterns depending on 
their application (and proximity to actual designs). The CFILL 
(Customized Fill)7 is intended for tight areas available between 
design spaces, where it looks very similar to the actual designs 
at minimum feature CDs and it needs full attention like any actual 
electrical design. The variation of the CFILL shape could alter both 
the physical and the electrical characteristics of the neighboring 
devices.8,9 On the other hand, the conventional FILL is still regular 
and until recently it didn’t need any sophisticated intervention from 
the OPC during tape-out. In this work, we study the necessity of 
model-based OPC processing for Fill Shapes, and its challenges 
in 10nm gate and triple patterning metal designs. We propose a 
new fill handling flow during tape-out that considers important 
metrics to the tape-out flow such as the CD Uniformity, runtime 
and shot count.

Model-Based Fill Handling Flow for Advanced 
Technology Nodes

It is of high importance to provide advanced nodes with better 
accuracy in fill patterning. This is particularly important near the 
fill-to-design transitions. The current FILL flow doesn’t give the 
designer enough insight about what the final printing size would be, 
how it will be affected due to process tweaks in the fab or even due 
to minor design adjustments that the designer sees as necessary. 
Although the original intention of the reference FILL flow (Figure 
1) is to provide a simple straight forward solution to the problem, 
it lacks three very important aspects, which are 1) the ability to 
control the dummy fill final printing CDs especially at fill-to-design 
boundaries (which are actually the most important for the designers 
where it is the most effective in the parasitic extraction calcula-
tions), 2) the flexibility of the dummy-fill design-update process 
without requiring many design-simulation iterations between the 
designer and the Fab’s OPC and DFM groups to design their fill 
updates to the final (on wafer) sizes, and 3) 10nm fill designs (as 
we will show in a coming section) requires Sub-Resolution As-
sist Features (SRAFs) insertion to improve CDU. SRAF insertion 
parameters are tied closely to the process parameters and it’s 
more convenient to shift it to the Fab’s tape-out operations than 
to perform it during the FILL insertion at design stage

However, there are several advantages of the reference dummy-
fill insertion flow that are really important. First, in this flow, the 
mask design is done offline from the tape-out flow, which means 
that it consumes almost no computation runtime (except for simply 
writing the fill to the output OPC layout file). This is a very nice 
benefit in any tape-out, where the fill design represents a reason-
able percentage of the chip design (especially in the early phases 
of technology development and product prototyping). The second 
main advantage is the Mask shot count, where with the reference 
dummy-fill insertion flow the designers do not really have any 
moving fragments (like in OPC) that result in a big increase in the 

Figure 3. A block diagram describing a proposed MBOPC flow for the simultaneous correction flow for both regular design and fill handling.

Figure 2. A block diagram describing a full-MBOPC flow, where the Dummy Fill is treated in the same manner as the actual circuit design.
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shot count during the mask manufacturing and directly affecting 
the mask writing time and cost.10 In addition, there are other ad-
vantages among which we list the simplicity of the flow and the 
simplicity of its implementation.

In summary, it is important that any dummy-fill handling flow 
would consider the following points

•  Mask Tape-out runtime.
•  Mask shot count.
•  Its ability to achieve accurate Final Fill CDs (everywhere).
•  The simplicity of the Fill-design process. And the ability to 

decouple the fill design from the Fill Mask shapes.
•  The flexibility it provides to the designers in designing and 

updating their fill.

Figure (2) shows another option for a different flow for the dum-
my-fill handling, where it can achieve the best accuracy through 
applying full MBOPC handling to the dummy-fill. This could be very 
appealing from a final dummy-fill printing CD accuracy and the 
design flexibility points of view. However, the cost for this approach 
is very high from a Fab’s operational point of view (tape-out time) 
as well as the definite increase in the Mask shot count due to such 
flow. If the fill features undergo the full MBOPC flow, then they are 
likely candidates to get multiple SRAFs and having complex (but 
not really necessary) OPC treatment which could easily blow the 
dummyfill shot count by an order of magnitude.

In this paper, we build our work on the points above and develop 
a new flow that focuses on improving the quality and the accuracy 
of the final dummy-fill printing CD while giving the designers and 
a Fab’s customers the simplicity and flexibility in their fill design. 

This proposed flow, transfers the problem of the Mask creation 
process to the tape-out operations and OPC groups. Moreover, 
knowing that the shot count and the mask tape-out runtime are 
of great importance, we have developed a specific flow that has 
almost no effect on shot count and a very minor effect on runtime. 
Of course, as expected, this has to come at the expense of the 
necessity to build a more sophisticated flow that is capable of 
achieving such challenges.

Figure (3), shows the flow diagram of our proposal for an ef-
ficient and accurate Model-Based dummy-fill handling flow, where 
the fill still gets its Model-Based Handling and RET recipe (SRAF 
insertion) but through a parallel flow to the actual circuit design 
flow. This provides an added degree of freedom to handle the 
dummy-fill while still considering its own requirements. This new 
flow offers a big benefit, where it provides the opportunity to apply 
a less complex Model-Based RET and OPC recipe that can meet 
the needs of the fill patterning accuracy, while at the same time 
it respects the requirements of having a small runtime and small 
shot count. The FILL design is starting to look like a 90nm or 65nm 
design to some extent in terms of their dimensions, except for 
having a more regular design style and of course that it is being 
illuminated with an aggressive illumination that is needed for 20nm 
node and below. Using Aggressive off-axis illumination for such 
65nm node dimensions suggests that SRAFs will be needed to 
support the fill CDU through process variations, which is another 
benefit for our proposed flow, where designers should never be 
burdened with the design of the SRAF solution as it is usually out 
of their scope and involves a lot of considerations among which 
is the process improvement margins as well as the how to prevent 

Figure 4. a 10nm-Node Dummy-Fill Print Image showing that a single site/edge Sparse 
OPC is good enough for achieving the required design fidelity.

Figure 5. A 10nm-Node Dummy-Fill Print Image with a single fragment at corners showing that 
good design fidelity can be achieved with simplified Sparse OPC recipe but at the expense of an 
increased shot count.
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their printability.
The actual runtime and shot count benefit comes from the ability 

to use a separate sparse OPC engine in the dummy-fill mask cor-
rection. Sparse OPC is known to save a lot of simulation runtime 
by just focusing on simulation only at the location of interest rather 
than simulating a full grid. Thus, transforming dummy-fill mask 
correction into a sparse solution would save a lot of time because 
it is more suitable to the fill design size and density.

Moreover, to be more careful about the mask shot count, it is 
possible to create a specific fill-OPC recipe that focuses on main-
taining the rectangular shapes of the dummy-fill on the final mask. 
This is a crucial condition to minimize the mask shot count because 
every single break to the fill edges contributes to the overall shot 
count of the mask. Accordingly, it is a recommended option in 
the fill-OPC recipe to use a single fragment-per-edge concept, 
where the model is going to drive towards a zero EPE only at the 
center of the fragments/edges. This has a dual benefit, where it 
maintains the shot count to meet the same performance of the 
regular FILL flow as well as significantly reducing the number of 
simulation sites for the OPC simulation. This can further reduce 
the correction runtime. Figure (4) shows the print simulations for a 

10nm metal fill; it is obvious that it can still print well enough even 
with a single OPC correction site per edge.

Even for situations where More aggressive Line End solutions 
for the fill is desirable, it is still possible to have a slightly more 
aggressive correction recipe that allows additional fragments at 
the corners and line-ends that will enable the creation of hammer 
heads for the OPC solution and accordingly achieve a better design 
fidelity as shown in figure (5).

In order to implement this new flow, it is essential to create a 
sparse OPC model that represents the lithography process as 
well as making sure that it covers the dummy-fill design-space 
well. Figure (6) shows the sparse model calibration flow, where 
the standard dense OPC model is used as a reference. This flow 
is selected because it enables a unified OPC verification strategy 
and possible inter-learning between actual-design OPC and the 
dummy-fill OPC recipes). This flow constitutes a few simple steps 
that are grouped together to create an automated dense-to-sparse 
model conversion. First, the simplified test patterns that are fully 
covering the dummyfill design space (i.e. the proper mask sizes, 
pitches and Line-End spacing). Second, these fill-mask shapes 
are simulated using the production dense OPC model and critical 

Figure 6. Dummy-Fill Sparse OPC model Calibration flow.

Figure 7. Process Variation bands (PVBand) width for different dummy-fill SRAF solutions and the normalized shot count increase associated with 
every solution.
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calibration measurements are collected. Finally, these new simula-
tion measurements are fed into the sparse model calibration step 
that focuses on producing predictions that are as close as possible 
to what the standard MBOPC flow would predict.

Experimental Results
Advanced nodes, (especially 10nm and beyond) are showing the 
need to apply efficient but accurate MBOPC solutions to achieve 
the necessary density and CD uniformity specs. Simplifying the 
design flow is also very desirable, where the designers need to 
focus only on their final (on wafer) CDs, while shifting the printability 
improvement (through both RET and OPC) to the Fab’s tape-out 
process. In this work, we focus on two very critical layers of the 
10nm node. The gate and metal layers are chosen for this experi-
ment, where they require precise CDU, and the accurate printing 
of the dummy features to enable good control of both etch and 
CMP processes.

Figure (7) shows the SRAF insertion assessment for the dummy-
fill feature, where both the process variation bands (PVBands) 
improvements as well as the shot count increase are shown simul-
taneously. It is obvious that as the number of SRAFs increase, the 
patterning immunity against process variation gets better (smaller 
PVBands). However, this comes as a trade off with the mask shot 

Figure 8. dummy fill printability at the edge of the array, (a) reference dummy-fill handling flow. (b) Single-site-per-edge sparse 
MBOPC. The nominal Contour accuracy has improved with the proposed flow and showing better fidelity to target. PVBands also 
have improved with the new flow, where the SRAF placement at the edge of the array is better tuned.

Figure 9. Normalized OPC runtime comparison for different dummy-fill handling flows.

count, where instead of having a single fill polygon to be patterned 
on the mask; there will be even more associated SRAFs polygons 
to it. The results shown in Figure (7), suggest that a single SRAF 
solution is necessary to meet the required patterning robustness 
for the fill shapes. Any increase in the number of SRAFs is possible, 
but would come at the expense of shot count.

Figure (8) shows the printing accuracy at the edge of the array for 
the gate layer with (a) the reference dummy-fill handling flow com-
pared to (b) our proposed single-site/edge sparse OPC dummy 
fill handling flow. It can be clearly observed how the MBOPC was 
necessary to capture the proximity effects and correct for them. 
It also confirms that the single-site sparse MBOPC solution is 
capable of capturing the proximity variations and correcting them 
using the minimum computation power. The improvement in the 
PVBands is related to better SRAF placement and due to better 
(accurate and larger) CD at the edge of the array.

The most obvious advantage for the proposed flow appears 
clearly when we compare the computational efficiency of the new 
flow against the full MBOPC fill-correction flow. There is virtually 
no increase in the overall runtime during the tape-out flow. This 
is a huge benefit, where being able to properly handle and cor-
rect the fill (as well as the proper SRAF insertion, which is a huge 
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Figure 10. Normalized Mask shot count comparison for different dummy-fill handling flows.

challenge for the designers to do it offline) for almost no runtime 
cost is a great support to the fab tape-out operations. Figure (9) 
shows how the runtime for both the gate and metal levels didn’t 
increase by more than a 2% of the runtime compared to the 
reference flow, while applying a full dense MBOPC solution (i.e. 
the same handling as the standard design) could consume up to 
40% more in runtime (this value varies from a chip to another as 
the fill percentage starts as a larger percentage of the total chip 
area in the early development stages and then drops to smaller 
percentages as the technology reaches mature production phase).

The last important factor is the shot count comparison between 
the different flows. Figure (10) shows the normalized shot count 
for all three flows. It is obvious that there is a shot count increase 
(~ 22% increase) if we go to the full MBOPC handling of the fill 
(where the fill is treated as if it is a regular design that needs full 
correction), while with our proposed flow there is absolutely no 
increase in the shot count compared to the reference flow.

Conclusion
In this work, we revisit the fill handling strategies in the mask tape-
out flow for the 10nm node. The fill dimensions are getting small 
enough that it requires both SRAF support and MBOPC handling 
to achieve the necessary design fidelity and CD control. This is 
very important to achieve lateral and vertical CD uniformity of the 
active design features. We have proposed a new flow that allows 
applying an independent dummy-fill correction to achieve the 
necessary fill CD uniformity, while keeping the mask shot count 
the same with only a limited increase in the computation runtime 
during the tape-out flow (<2%). This flow also offers the simplifica-
tion of the fill-design process as it is becoming extremely complex, 
especially with the potential need for the SRAF support to pattern 
the dummy-fill structures.
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■ IBM Struck a Historic and Much-Anticipated Deal to 
Transfer its Chip Fabs to GlobalFoundries. 

Rick Merritt, EE times 

Snapshot of the deal:

*  IBM will transfer its fabs and about $1.3 billion in cash to GlobalFoundries.

*  GF also gets ownership of more than 10,000 IBM semiconductor patents

*  No layoffs or plant closures are anticipated by either company.

*  GF gets an exclusive 10-year deal to supply all IBM’s 22, 14, and 10 nm 
chips.

 The deal involves IBM’s East Fishkill, N.Y., fab that makes about 15,000 
wafers a month mainly in 45 and 32 nm silicon-on-insulator processes. The fab 
is also ramping the 22 nm process used to make IBM’s Power 8 processors 
and has some 14 nm technology in development for the follow-on generation.
 It also involves IBM’s Burlington, VT, fab which makes 45,000 200 mm wafers 
per month. The fab uses a wide variety of processes, including a 130/180 nm 
SOI process for RF front-ends and switches used mainly in cellphones, and 
a 90 nm SiGe process, mainly for power chips for a wide range of high-end 
applications including car radars and high-frequency radios and testers.

■ UMC Joins Xiamen China Foundry

Rick Merritt, EE times 

Taiwan’s United Microelectronics Corp. will invest about US$1.35 billion over 
the next five years in a new foundry in Xiamen, China. The foundry will be a joint 
venture with a total investment of $6.2 billion, aimed at ramping to production of 
50,000 12-inch wafers a month, using 55 nm and 40 nm process technologies.
 UMC already owns 86.88% of HeJian Technology (Suzhou) Co., Ltd., a 
foundry that makes 8-inch wafers for customers in China and other Asian 
countries.
 The Taiwan government prevents its foundries such as TSMC from 
transferring their latest process technology to China, said Bill McClean of IC 
Insights. That’s likely why the new UMC joint venture will use relatively mature 
55 and 40 nm processes.

■ Foundries use Small Feature Size to Boost Revenue per 
Wafer

IC insights

For TSMC and GlobalFoundries, the dominant fraction of the sales comes from 
the 28 nm node and below, whereas for UMC and SMIC, it comes from a mix 
of 40-65 nm processes. The focus on small CDs turns out to TSMC advantage. 
 Among the big 4 pure-play foundries, TSMC is forecasted to have the highest 
revenue per wafer in 2014 at $1328, 27% higher than GlobalFoundries. UMC’s 
revenue per wafer in 2014 is expected to be only $770 (200mm equivalent).
The revenue per wafer is expected to grow +4.3%  for TSMC while decreasing 
almost 2.8% for UMC. 
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light-based technologies. The Society serves nearly 225,000 
constituents from approximately 150 countries, offering con-
ferences, continuing education, books, journals, and a digital 
library in support of interdisciplinary information exchange, 
professional growth, and patent precedent. SPIE provided 
over $3.2 million in support of education and outreach pro-
grams in 2013.

International Headquarters
P.O. Box 10, Bellingham, WA 98227-0010 USA 
Tel: +1 360 676 3290 
Fax: +1 360 647 1445
help@spie.org • www.SPIE.org

Shipping Address
1000 20th St., Bellingham, WA 98225-6705 USA

Managed by SPIE Europe 
2 Alexandra Gate, Ffordd Pengam, Cardiff,  
CF24 2SA, UK 
Tel: +44 29 2089 4747 
Fax: +44 29 2089 4750
spieeurope@spieeurope.org • www.spieeurope.org
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